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LDAP Programming with Java(TM)Addison Wesley, 2000
In this book we’ve provided a very large number of examples for every aspect of
programming with Directory SDK for Java, from simple code snippets to more than
two dozen complete components and applications. You may be able to use some of
them as starting points for your own projects.

We do not discuss directory...

		

The Windows 2000 Device Driver Book, A Guide for Programmers, Second EditionPrentice Hall, 2000
The #1 book on Windows driver development - totally updated for Windows 2000!  

With The Windows 2000 Device Driver Book, any experienced Windows  programmer can master driver development start to finish: planning,  implementation, testing, debugging, installation, and distribution. Totally  updated to reflect...


		

C++ Footprint and Performance Optimization (Sams Professional)Pearson Education, 2000
As the title suggests, the aim of this book is to help the reader optimize performance and footprint of software. Regardless of whether the reader is a software architect, an implementer, or even a project leader, this book serves as a tutorial to help the reader acquire or enhance the following essential skills:


...





		

Microsoft Encyclopedia of Networking (with CD-ROM)Microsoft Press, 2000
Welcome to the Microsoft Encyclopedia of Networking, a survey of computer  networking concepts, technologies, and services. This work is intended to be a  comprehensive, accurate, and timely resource for students, system engineers,  network administrators, IT implementers, and computing professionals from all  walks of life. Before I outline its...


		

Global Marketing: A Market-Responsive ApproachFT Press, 2000

	For 2/3 year students in international/global marketing. and post graduate courses in marketing. Critically, it asks the question whether to internationalise at all and looks at deciding which markets to enter and how to enter them. It covers the design, implementation and coordination of a global marketing programme and addresses the...


		

Writing Stored Procedures with Microsoft SQL Server: The Authoritative SolutionSams Publishing, 2000
This book was written so that you can learn how to create stored procedures. I'm
sure that you have created a few stored procedures already. The first stored
procedures I created were simple queries that I encapsulated so that I didn't have to
reload or retype them every time I wanted to run them. After a while, I learned how...





		

St. James Encyclopedia of Popular Culture: 3St. James Press, 2000


	Thirty some years ago Ray Browne and several of his colleagues provided a forum for the academic study of popular culture by

	forming first the Journal of Popular Culture and later the Popular Culture Association and the Center for the Study of Popular

	Culture at Bowling Green State University. Twenty some years ago Thomas Inge thought...

		

PC Interfacing and Data Acquisition: Techniques for Measurement, Instrumentation and Control.Newnes, 2000
Until fairly recently most scientific data-gathering systems and industrial control procedures were based on electromechanical devices such as chart recorders and analogue gauges. The capability to process and analyse data was rather limited (and in some cases error prone) unless one had access to a minicomputer or mainframe. Today, that situation...

		

ECG Diagnosis: A Self-Assessment WorkbookJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000

	ECG Diagnosis: A Self-Assessment Workbook provides an educational self-assessment

	guideline for the interpretation of various electrocardiographic abnormalities. In this

	book, 250 common and clinically pertinent ECG abnormalities are included. Thus, any

	ECG tracings showing extremely unusual and rare ECG abnormalities or complex...





		

A Computer Science Tapestry:  Exploring Computer Science with C++McGraw-Hill, 2000

	A Computer Science Tapestry is designed for use in a first course in computer science (CS1) that uses C++ as its programming language. This book covers basic concepts in programming, program design and computer science along with giving students a good introduction to the C++ language.
	
		In the new edition, Astrachan has put more...



		

Mmurtl V1.0Sams Publishing, 2000
Computer programmers and software engineers work with computer operating systems
every day. They use them, they work with them, and they even work "around" them to
get their jobs done. If you’re an experienced programmer, I’m willing to bet you’ve
pondered changes you would make to operating systems you...

		

Advances in Object-Oriented Data Modeling (Cooperative Information Systems)MIT Press, 2000
This book focuses on recent developments in representational and processing aspects of complex data-intensive applications.     

       Focuses on recent developments in representational and processing aspects of object-oriented data modeling, covering hot topics such as reverse engineering and work-flow modeling. Each chapter contains a...
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